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One suspects, if Borgman did the same close reading of the Odyssey as he did 

of I and II Samuel, he would modify his view on this point. 

This careful study will provide insights to anyone who desires to 

“rediscover an ancient story.” This work is a masterful study of David, I and II 

Samuel, and the key to divine/human interplay within these scriptures. In 

addition to salvaging the whole person of David, Borgman goes a long way in 

highlighting the literary integrity of I and II Samuel. This book is an excellent 

example of a literary approach to the Scriptures and a fine example of 

interdisciplinary studies.    

 

Robert M. Woods is Professor of Great Books and Humanities at Faulkner 

University. 
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Review by Paul D. Haynie 

 

Adam Nicolson has achieved a near miracle in God’s Secretaries, as he takes a 

subject, which under most pens would emerge excruciatingly dull, and pulls 

out a triumph of humor, fascination, and intrigue. 

Those who, after years of being flogged with new translations, still 

yearn for the lofty cadences and majestic phrases of the Authorized (or “King 

James”) Version of the Bible will find the story of how this beloved tome came 

into existence enthralling, and at the same time, eye-opening and somewhat 

unsettling, as Nicolson peeks into some dark and dusty corners.   

The author deftly places the sensibilities of the King James-ophiles 

onto dilemma’s horns. While Nicolson is an obvious admirer of the richness 

and beauty of the King James Version’s text, it does not prevent or restrain him 

from turning over many of the building stones of the work and exposing what 

lies beneath. This exposé is, however, presented in such a chatty, almost 

gossipy, way that the reader, however much he reveres the King James 

Version, cannot but read on and relish the next tidbit.    

And juicy tidbits there are aplenty. Nicolson has an engrossing gift for 

presenting and assessing character. One by one, many of the fifty translators of 

this monumental Bible emerge from the mists of anonymity to become vividly 

human to the reader. While in lectures this reviewer has heard much about the 

creation of the King James Version in the generic, never was there any attempt 

to put a face, or faces, on the translation process. The faces, lives, and passions 

of these translators revealed in Nicolson’s pages make for gripping reading. 

For instance, King James I actually took considerable interest and concern, to 

the point of being meddlesome, in all aspects of the translation process of this 

Bible which would forever wear his name. He suggested and approved 
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translators, helped define goals and boundaries, and helped with funds to pay 

translator stipends. Who knew? 

One translator in particular stands out: Lancelot Andrewes. Andrewes 

acted as the director of one of the six companies having oversight of the 

translation process; his company dealt with Genesis through II Kings. His 

group, then, was responsible for the profound, “In the beginning God. . . ,” but 

in life he was responsible for the execution of Henry Barrow, a radical 

Separatist. Andrewes was imperious, unbending, a hater of Puritans, and holder 

of many high church offices, including royal chaplain; he was a splendid and 

popular speaker. Andrewes is an example of the near maddening schizophrenic 

disjunction between the translators’ lives and the magnificent document they 

produced. That these men were calling for the execution of their coreligionists 

one day and translating, “The Lord is my shepherd . . .” the next – the mind 

reels! 

 Nicolson is unashamedly admiring of the beauty and majesty of the 

King James text, expertly demonstrating how the translators drew upon the 

earlier Bishops’ Bible as well as the Tyndale, Matthews, Coverdale, 

Whitchurch, and Geneva Bibles as well as the poetic style of Shakespeare, and 

melded them into one elegantly superior text. (As to the latter, he notes, 

“Shakespeare’s great tragedies and the King James Bible are each other’s 

mirror-twin.”) Regrettably, he does not delve very deeply into many of the 

doctrinal disputes and issues the translators  hammered out. Nevertheless, 

Nicolson provides much rich material to savor. 

Lastly, Nicolson compares the King James Version to modern 

translations, finding the latter wanting. In short, these newer versions have 

sacrificed depth, inspiration, majesty, and even glory, for popular idioms, 

faddish colloquialisms, and supposed clarity. “It is impossible now to 

experience . . . the enveloping amalgam of tradition, intelligence, beauty, 

clarity of purpose, intensity of conviction and plangent, heart-gripping 

godliness which is the experience of page after page of the King James Bible.  

Nothing in our culture can match its breath, depth and universality.” 

In his conclusion, Nicolson writes, “Unlike the churches themselves, 

the words of this Bible remain alive, a way of speaking and a form of the 

language which is still a vehicle of meaning in circumstances when little else 

can be.” The last three pages of this book are more than worth the price of 

admission, and will inspire readers to take their dusty copy of the King James 

Bible down from the shelf, and once again, like Jeremiah of old, to “ask for the 

old paths, where is the good way, and walk therein, and ye shall find rest for 

your souls.” 

 

Paul D. Haynie is Professor of History at Harding University. 
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